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Abstract

Effects of interspersal and concurrent task presentation
on picture-names acquisition, maintenance and generaLLzaxLon
T¡rere compared. Two retarded children participated.. During the
interspersal training procedure a criterion picture - a
picture that the child consistently names correcLly - T/üas
alternated with a subcriterion or unknown picture. During
the concurrent procedure two ,subcriterion pictures \¡/ere
presented alternately. Each child v¡as exposed to an interspersal (A) and a concurrent (B) training procedure in an ABA
or BAB sëquence. Verbal identification of objects depicted in
pictures was established by both training procedures. rt was
found however, that folloiving concurrent training at least
twice as many picture names vüere learned with better maintenance
and wi.der generalizatr*on. The results suggest that teaching
picture nanes concurrently may be more beneficial, in terms
of the child verbal repertoire, than teaching via the interspersal
procedure.

Introduction

In the analysis of verbal behavior, increasing attention
is being given to imitation and object or picture naming
as important factors in language development and socialization
(Bàndura & I,.Ial-ters, L963; Bijou & Baer , L965; HarLung, L970;
Gewirtz & Stingle, L968; Harris , L975; Risley, ÈIart & Doke,
L972; Baer, Peterson & Sherman, L967; Peterson, L96B; Lovass,
Berberich, Perloff & Schaeffer, L966).
Much research has shown

the usefulness of the operant
paradigm in the development of language through picture naming
(Biberdrof & Pear, L977 3 Kircher, Pear & Martin, L97L; Risley &
trüolf , Lg67; Bricker & Bricker, Lg70; Kent, Klein, Falk & Guenther,
L972; Jensen & tr'iomack, L967; Goldstein & Lanyon, L97L; Bricker &
Bricker, L972; Stephens, Pear, I'lary &Jackson, L975; I^Iolf , Risley
& Mees , 1964). Expansion of vocal verbal repertoires often involves
procedures that transfer behavioral control from one type of
stimulus to another" Thus, in a typical picture naming program,
stimulus control over the subject's responding is shifted from the
experimenter's vocaLization to pictures of objeets" Responses
in this lsind of procedure are trained in a serial fashion in
rvhich each response j-s trained to an appropriate level of
accuracy before the next is introduced.
A potentially more effective technique for training two
or more responses \.^¡as examined by Shroder and Baer (L972) and
Panyan and Ha11 (f978). These authors compared two types of
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sequencing arrangements, concurrent and serial,
progra:rrs for vocal imitation and tracing.

in training

Acco::d:ing to the

concurrent pïoceclure tr.¡o d.ifferent tasks vrere trained ryithin
a single session before either task reached the criterion level

of performance" Altþough there Þrere rto significant, differences
betrveen concurrent and seríal training procedures in Ëerus of
trials

required to reach criterion performarrce" Shroder and
Baer noËed that the increase in probe accuracy fo1-lowing corr-.
current training r^/as consistently greater than that follolving
serial Lraining"
Another training procedure irn¡olves ínterspersing trials
on knor.nr items r'¡ith tr:ials on unknounr items " Neef , Ivrata and
Page (T977; 1980) found. that both acquisition and retention oi
spelling ancl sightread.ing words r¡7ere facilitatecl by this
procedure in cärnparison to a serial procedure.
Since an extensive obj ect and pictu::e nai,ring repertoire
seems important for further vertral development, it is important
to know hor,¡ this can be achieved raore. effectively.
As mentionedn
. the concurrent ancl interspersal procedures have been found more
beneficial than the serial procedure in terms of the gains by
ttre child and s¿rving of staff time required to procluce a given
amount of learning-

Ilorvever, Do investigation has compared

meLhods. fn the present study, the relative efficiency of interspersal ancl concurrent training on a picture
naming task was examined. 'A direct comparison r.7as ¡rade for

these

tr^¡o

(") acgui s ition r¿rte , (b) probe accuracy, (c) r¡aintenance
and (d) generalízation across settings and experimenter:s,

¡

Method
Subj

ects

retarded boy and one retarded girl participated in
this study. The children vrere residents of the St" Amant
Centre in trrlinnipeg.
One

Girrni was six years old with a diagnosis of Down's Syndrome.

At the beginning of the study he imitated a number of vocal sounds
and identified a few pictures. His spontaneous vocal behavior
consisted of a small number of words and phrases (e.g. "b-ye",
"come", "good boyt', "no" , "got')
l.{ichelle \^ras ten years old ancl also had a diagnosis of
Down's Syndrome. At the beginning of the sLudy she imitated a
number of vocal sounds and identified a few pictures. Her
spontaneous vocal behavior consLsted of babbling and a few
words (e. g. , rrhirr , tttott , tlgirl!', t'bye")
.

.

Michelle !üas new to the procedures used in thÍs study,
whereas Gimmi had had príor exposure to some of the procedures,
Setting, Apparatus, and Materials
Experimental sessÍons vTere conducted with each child

Índividtially in a small experimental room. The child
and the experimenter sat at a table facing each other:. On the
table ne-ar the experimeter r^7as a tirning device for regulating
trial presentations and on a nearby shelf a large stop-clock
which timed the length of each session. A tape recorder, used
to record the verbal responses emitted during each session
was located beside the stop-clock.
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Picture iards irom a Peabody Articulation Kit were used
as the stimuli for picLure-name training. Ice creafil (one
teaspoonful per reinforcement) Iüas used as the primary
reinforcer for l'Iichelle; diet dessert (one teaspoonful per
reinforcement) rvas used as the primary reinforcement for
Gimmi

Sessions
Two 2O-minute

rninute break,

T^7ere

training sessions, separated by a ten
conducted six days a week.vrith each child

individually.
Prelinninary Picture-Name Asses sment
An assessment (or sarnple) of each chil-d's picture-náúrir'rg

repertolie rvas made before picture-name training began.
Sixty pictures t^/ere presentecl to the chilcl. I{hen a
picture r^ras presented, the 'chilcl rvas asked, "l'Ihat's this?"
and ha<l eight seconcls to ans\,ler. The trial terminated v¡hen
a vocal- response occurred or the eight seconds o:E time limit
e1apsecl. Follorvi¡rg a five second inter:tria1 interval, the
chilcl r^¡as .askecl to respond to another item in the same manner
This .ivas repeatecl three times for each of the pictures presentecl. If a correct picture-naming response. occurred on
all three trials for a particular picture, the picture was

callecl a crite::ion picture. If no resPonse or an incorrect
response occurrccl 'r,rithin the eight seconds the experimeter
prompted the chilcl on the next trial by saying the correcfv¡orcJ. Tf the chilcl clicl not corrcctly narne the picLure on all

6.

three tials btrt correctly imitatect the experimenter¡s prompt
rvithineightsecondsthepictureIüaSca11ec1asubcriterionPictures that r¡ere not classified as criterion or subcriterion rüere discarded.
on the basis of this assesslnent, ten control pictures
rvere chosen randornly for each chilcl from the pool of
suberiterion pictures. These pictures wêre not trained but
r'rere tested periodically

throughout the study to estinLate'
the extent to which picture-narning leaining might be occuring

as a result of external uncontrollecl sources rather than the
specific training proceclures being used in this stud¡r.
Procedure

Folloviing the above preliminary picture.*name assessment,
each child rvas trainecl inciiviclually on a picture-naming tash.
Each child. was exposed to. an ínterspersal proceciure (A) ancl
a concurrent proceclure (B) in ABA or BAB sequence. l4Íchelle
r.^Ias tra.ined in Pha,se I try the interspersal inethod (A), in
Phase 2 by the concurrent method (B), apd ín Phase 3 by the
interspersal meEhocl (A); rvhereas Giinmi.vras trained in Phase I
by the coricurrent meth.od (B) , in Phase 2 by the interspersal
methocl (A) , ancl in Phase 3 by the concurl:ent methocl (B)

.

The proceclure for teachi-ng the chilcl .to name pictures
vras simi-lar to that usecl by Stephens et aL- (L975)

"

Interspersal Training
During inLerspersal training, each pi-ctr-rre to be taught

r\rent through a systeinatic sequence in which criterion

pictures

rrere alternated rvith the subcriterion pictures. Thus, ofl
each trial- the experimenter presented. either a criterion or
a subcriterion picture
Tþo types of trials

used: prompt triars on rvhich
Èhe experimenter named. the pictrlre, and probe trails on which
the experimenter simply asked. the name of the picture. The
sequen.ce by which the subcriterion pictures vTere taught is
illustrated in Figure 1.
ûn Step I in the 'sequence , a rand.omly selectecl sub*
criterion picture from the pretest sarnple r,ras presented on
trrere

,

a prompt triál.
This step was repea,ted rvith the same sub*
criterion picture on the nexL trial if the chilcJ rnade an
error; i.e., an incorrect response or a response omission,
A response omi-ssion Tùas'said to occur if the chj-lC dicl not
respond within eighl- seconcls after the picture presentation.

If the child responded correctly on step 1, a probe trial
L'âs prêsented on Step 2. Tf the child rnacle an error on the
probe trail Step 1 rvas repeated. On SÈep 3 a ranclomly
selected criierion picture tras presentecl on a pronìpû trial
and on Sitep 4 on a probe trial.
Again, if an erroï occurred"
either Step 3 or Step 4 was r:epeatecl as indicated in the figure.
On Steps 5 through 10, the criterion picture r+as alternated
v¡ith the subcriterion on probe trials.
If ar-l eri:or occurred on
a probe traíL on a sul;criter:i-on picture, the chilcl returned to
Step I rvith the same subcri.teri-on pi-cture. If an error occurrecl
on probe rvilh a criterion pi.cturc the chilcl returnccl to Sccp 3
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the interspersal procedure a criterion picture (CP)
alternated with a subcriterion picture (SP).
On the concurrent procedure tv;o subcriterion (SP) r,^/ere
alternated.
On

Ft-9. I

Tras

9

rùith the sane criterion picture.
trn]hen a subcriterion picture completecl the ten steps
three times, being alternatecl with the same criterion picture
each time, the subcriterion picture rvas said.to have "reached
criterion"A subcriterion picture was discarded from the
experiment if it didnt t cornplete the picture-nar':e training

r,¡ithin ten sessions or if fifteen consecutive eïrors occurred.,
in which five may have been ornissions,
a prompt trial.'
.oÊ

Concurrent Training
During,.concurrent training,

selected subcriterion pictures trere presented anð- trained alternately
The same general proceciure rüas usecl as in the interspersal
training except that trvo subcriterion pictures t.reïe alternaied,
rather than a criterion and a subcriter-'ron
trnro ranclomly

Reinforcement S checlul e

During each step of the ten steps of picture-name training,
praise ("goocl") follorvecl all correct responses ro both prompt'
'nl e
and probe tpiqls.r,
'

The scheclule of prirnary rcinforcement clifferecl for prom.pt

trials.
The reinforc'ement scheclule for prornpt trials
v/as a fixed ratio r^rhereby every fifth correct response \"ras
follov¡ed by a primary rei-nf orcernent " Fo:: probes every correct
response r'Tas rein.Êorce':J (Olenick & Pear, l9B0)
ancl probe

'Riltentiorr' ,Tests
Evcr:y picture that rcachecl criterion

cally

for rel-'ention at one or

tr^¡o rveck

\.^ras

testecl periodi-

intervals.

The proe*dirr"
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similar to that used in the preliminary assessment however
neither correct nor incorrect responses v;ere consequated. These
tests were administered before the regular training sessions, and
an unknown control picture T¡ras presented, on a random basis, before
or after the presentation of the criterion picture.

r,ras

GenerâlizatLon
Probes for generali zaXi-on vlere conducted in a small play
room, within a specially designed research section, ãt the end of
each traÍning phase by a second experimenter who was not

involved in the training procedure. Criterion pictures and
the ten control pictures tüere presented in a random order.
The procedure was essentially the same as that used during
preliminary assessment and retention tests; however, motor

imitations T¡Iere interspersed among the items presented,
The rational for thÍs procedure stems from research which has
found Lhat children will continue to emit responses which are
never reinforced as long as they are interspersed among other
response" 1¡þi'ch are reinforced (Martin, L97L; Bucher, L973;
lrlhitman , Zakaras & Chardos , L97L). Thus , the children \^/ere
reinforced for correct motor imitation but not for responses
to picture presentations.
Interobserver Reliability
About one-sixth of the experimental sessions \^/ere tape
recorded and played to an independent observer af.teT he had
familÍarizeð. himself with the experimenter's criteria for
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correct and incorrect verbal responses. The observer scored
each response before hearing the experinenter's decision.
The interobserver reliability
measures usecl trùeïe the r:atio
of agreernenLs to agreements pl.rs disagreements on responses
the experirnenter callecl correct and on responses the experimenter called incorrect.

Interobserver reliability
coefficients
for correct and incorrect respon.ses, respectively, Tíeïe 0.98
and 0.96 for Gíurni, and 0.99 and 0-97 for Michelle
Results

Correct Probes and Accuracy
Figure 2 presents the daily nunber of correct resporrses
to probes for each child. As sho',.¡n in this f igure more
correct responses trùere emittecl <lurir-lg the concurrent training
procedure th¿r.n during the interspersal training procedure.
The salne trend appears when examining probe accuracy. Probe
accuracy tüas clefined as the proportion of probe trails
responclecl to correcbly. Figure 3 presents the dail-y probe
accuracies. A marlced increase in the nìagnitude of accuracy
r^/as shown-on the concurrent condit-ion, whereas probe accuracy
declinecl follov¡ing irrterspersal training proceclure. This
pattern rvas consistant over all of the concurrent-interspersal
alternations, for l:oth child.ren
Acquisition Rate
Over a total nurnber of sevcnty-five training sessions,
Ginnni lear:necl to name 36 rrictures ancl r^¡ith the saüìe number
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of training sessions Michelle learned to name 18 objects
depicted in pictures. Figure 4 indicates individual learning
rate, in terms of cunrnulative records across days of the
pictures reaching criterion, in each condition. As can be
seen in this figure, there was a dramatic increase in the rate
at which pictures reached criterion under the concurrent,
condition compared to the interspersal condition. It is
apparent that at least twice as many pictures reached criterion level of performance under concurrent procedure
than under the interspersal procedure during Lhe same number
of training sessions
Retention
The results of the retention probes vrere calculated in the

form of percent correct responses at specific time intervals.
In general, picture-name retention following both interspersal

and

concurrent trainÍng showed a decline over time. For Gimmi
6Ll/., 30%, L3%, L3% and L2% of. the retention trials T¡rere correct,
and for Michelle 83%, sTi", 30",!",2"h and 6% \iü'ere correcL one week,
o.ne month, two months, three months, and four months, respectively,

following training of the corresponding picture names.
In order to determíne whether there \,úere any differences
in the retention of picture names trained interspersally or concurrently further analysis of the data was performed. Figures 5 and
6 present the mean number of correct responses per criterion
picture traÍned by the interspersal procedure and
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the concurrent procedure. As shown in these figures, both
children performed better on ih" r.t*àtion probes following
concurrent training. This becomes more apparent when comparing the direction of change at each point from the preceding point for the two methods. Picture-nâ.mes learned during
the concurrent procedure scored initially higher and were
retained much longer than picture-names learned during the
interspersal procedure
.

Generalization
The results of successive probes for generarizatjon

following each training phase !/ere calculated in percentage
of correct responses. Gimmi scored 35"/" following the f irst
concurrent condition (ts), 0% following the interspersal
condition (A), and. 24% folLowing the second concurrent condition (B). MÏchêlle scored 6% foTLowing the first inLerspersal
condit-ion CA) , 47% foTLowing the concurrent condition (B) ,
and 33"4 following the second interspersal cond.ition (A) . rn
suûrmary,, both children displayed considerably more generali zation
across settings and experimenters when trained concurrently.
Discussion

rn this study verbal Ídentification of objects depicted
in pictures v/as successfully established by both the interspersal ancl concurrent training procedures.. I{owever, the two
training procedures had different outcomes in terms of
accluisition rate, retention and generalization. I^iith the
concurrent procedure at least twice as many picture-names
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lvere learned withhigher. accuracies, better retention, and

wider generalization across settings and experimenters.
The differences in these effects may be attributed to
the distinctive characteristics of the trnro training methods. Considering the training procedures, per sê, their basic
diff erence r'üas the task requirement pressed on the child
0n the interspersal training procedure one subcriterion picture was presented repetitively until a gíven level of accuracy
r¡,'as reached" on the concurrent training procedure two subcriterion pictures v/ere trained alternaLely. Thus, by the
end of the ten steps of the picture naming procedure twice
as many new picture names r¡rere learned under the concurrent
"

procedure than under the interspersal procedure.

Alternatively, the differences in effectiveness may have
been due to secondary side effects. The results índicate that
overall performance levels \^rere lower during interspersal training relative to performance during concurrenL training. rn
fact, there \,üere fewer correct naming respon.ses, less accuracy,
and a slower acquisition rate during interspersal training
compared. to concurrent training.
This finding is particular
noteworthy since it was somewhat unexpected. and probably
can be explained by the interspersal task being less "intrinsically" reinforci.ng for the children. This possible effect
appears to'be related to the interspersal condition, whereas
no disruptive effects \.,üere associated with the concurrent training procedure.
Finally, tlie finding that the concurrent training procedure
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resulted in more generalizatíon replicates the findings of
Shroeder and Baer (L972) and Panyan and Hall (1978) . trrrhether
the same procedure that facilitates acquisition also facilitates retention and generalization is a question which
deserves further examination. Nevertheless, stokes and Baer
(L977) emphasLzed that a number of stimulus and/or responses
examplars should undergo training to facilitate generalization.
Ït seems that with the concurrent procedure sufficient examplars
T¡rere trained, yieldirrg a more effective outcome. Thus, the major
conclusion to be dravm from this study is that the concurrenL
procedure is superior to the interspersal for picture name
training and probably more important for maintenance and
generalizatLon. The control procedures which \¡/ere used in this
study allow a considerable degree of confidence to be placed in the
resul-ts. The ten control stimul-ï used throughout the study were
never learned, suggesting that influences from external sources
T¡/ere minimal. Further research should examine the parameters
of this technique such as the number of subcriterion pictures
that can be increased graduaLLy without loss of effectiveness
and the extent of response generalizatLon. rf this technique
has a theoretical relevance and practical significance than
determining those parameters that generate appropriate verbal
behavior is obviously an important issue.
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